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ORTLIEB WATERPROOF SADDLEBAGS
 Sometimes the best ideas are the simplest. Like this pair 
completely waterproof throw-over soft saddlebags: they are 
made of the same PVC materials and use the same sealing 
system found on heavy-duty dry bags. The easy loading top 
entry design rolls over and clips at both ends for a complete-
ly waterproof seal. Each bag’s lower leading end is cut away 
for generous passenger leg clearance. The bikeside has a full 
width Thermo-molded pad to protect paint and bodywork. 
All webbing and hardware is top grade. Inside are several 
carefully designed polypropylene stiffener panels as well as 
a handy organizer pocket, and at the rear of each bag is a 
Scotchlite™ ref lective area. 
 Dry Bag Saddlebags are short enough to fit ahead of the 
rear turn signals on all motorcycles and are ideal for use on 
dual sport or sport machines. You won’t find frivolous details 
here, just intelligent and functional bags that won’t stick out 
too far yet will easily hold enough for a weekend camping 
trip. Totally waterproof. Easy to install and quick to put on or 
remove. Black or yellow. 15"×13"×8" each with 3173 cu. in. 
combined volume.

#912 $215.00

 "I've had these bags for about a month now and am very happy with them. I've taken several multi-day long 
distance trips, through some pretty harsh weather and the bags perform flawlessly. They fit directly on to my '08 
KLR seat perfectly. In some reviews I read, there seemed to be concerns about "all the straps". There are just three 
straps that mount the bags to the bike and they are very simple/sensible. The closure system is identical to what 
you would find on a river dry bag. A note to post '08 KLR owners who wonder if these bags need a supplemental 
mounting rack: they don't. The existing muffler heat shield adequately protects the bag on that side from heat. I 
rode all day in 113 degree Mojave heat and the bag was fine - there was slight distortion on the mounting panel 
but nothing that concerned me. The contents of the bag (my tent) felt warm when I got it out after a day of riding, 
but no where near hot enough to cause damage. I can think of no reason that I wouldn't make this purchase 
again." —Review by Martin

 "I looked long and hard for saddlebags for my 2004 Black Bonneville. I wanted something 100% waterproof that would work with (or at least not 
take away from) the look of my bike. Although I like the look of the traditional leather bags you sometimes see on Triumphs, I was worried about they 
not performing well in rain. I also didn't want anything that looked like suitcases attached to the bike. I am really happy with these bags. They feel secure 
on the bike without additional supports or panier frames and hold a fair amount of stuff. The low profile keeps them well above the exhaust pipes and 
they sit neatly against the seat. I like how utilitarian they are: form following function." —Review by Beth

ORTLIEB LOW PROFILE WATERPROOF SADDLEBAGS
 A rugged pair of roll-top waterproof saddlebags, perfect for bikes with high-riding ex-
haust systems. The unique low profile design sits higher than standard saddlebags, yet has 
2100 cubic inches of total space for whatever you need to carry. Made of extremely strong 
and abrasion resistant reinforced PVC with a thermo-molded rear pad to protect paint finish. 
Inner organizer pocket allows quick, convenient access.  Black. 9"×19.5"×6" each. 2100 cu. 
in. combined volume.

#9287 $240.00

http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-low-profile-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-low-profile-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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ORTLIEB QRL (QUICK RELEASE LATCH) 
WATERPROOF SADDLEBAGS 

 Completely waterproof soft saddlebag with unique quick re-
lease mounting hooks. A built-in padded carrying handle and in-
ternal organizer pocket make this a convenient motorcycle briefcase, 
or attach the removable padded shoulder strap for an ideal sized travel 
bag or courier bag. Internal stiffener panels and a roll-top closure 
provide easy access to contents, while side-release buckles keep con-
tents secure. 
 Scotchlite™ ref lective areas on both ends allow bags to be at-
tached to either side of the motorcycle. Requires a 3/16" to 5/8" 
round-tubular mounting system available separately from specialist 
suppliers. Racks are available for most motorcycles. Contact hap-
py-trail.com or moto-sportpanniers.com for specific applications. 
Order one bag for each 
side. Black. (Not Shown). 
12"×17"×6"/1465 cu. in. 
each. (Sold Individually).

#913 $150.00

OFF ON

4" 8" 6"

#9005 #912 #913

#9005 #912 #913

ORTLIEB 
THIN WATERPROOF 

SADDLEBAGS
 Narrower waterproof saddlebags are per-
fect for travelin’ lighter and faster. Thin-
Case Dry Bag Saddlebags only stick out 
4" on each side, but will hold more than 
enough for most trips. Each side bag is a 
modified and reinforced Waterproof Brief 
Bag (#1968) so it’ll retain its shape and 
protect your contents. The ‘throw over’ 
mounting system is secure, fast, and ver-
satile. The roll-over seal and top loading 
opening is easy to use and absolutely wa-
terproof. A lightweight (but strong) system. 
11.8"×15.7"×4" each. 1480 cu. in. total.

#9005 $215.00

 "Wow - what fantastic saddlebags. I received them today and spent some time mounting them. The overall quality is much better than I expected. 
Adjustability is excellent. They fit my rear tail guards on my '02 KLR650. (I don't know what brand the rear guards are - I bought the bike second hand). 
They are the perfect size for me and simple to remove/install. I am looking forward to giving them some commuting and trail use and then report back, 
but so far I'm very pleased and impressed with them." —Review by Troy

 "I bought these bags for my 1994 Kawasaki Vulcan 500. Looking for bags and a bracket for that bike? Well, you've found them!! Though a little 
undersized for a lot of gear, these bags fit great on my older bike. I was able to install the top straps under the seat and the built in 'brackets' keep the 
bags out of the back wheel fine. They fit under my tail lights....just. The tight fit makes rolling the waterproof seal a little inconvenient but having bags 
now certainly outweighs any slight awkwardness. Easy to install, and yep, watertight. Great product." —Review by KimmerO

http://www.aerostich.com?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/saddlebags?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/saddlebags?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/saddlebags/ortlieb-thin-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/saddlebags/ortlieb-thin-dry-bag-saddlebags.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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WOLFMAN EXPLORER LITE LARGE POCKET KIT (3 BAGS) RAINCOVER

WOLFMAN RAINIER TANK BAG
 Although aimed at the Dual Sport 600’s, this tank bag is right at home on just 
about any Dual Sport bike. With its unique sloping bottom design, you can sit 
on your bike and glance down to a level map pocket—for once. The Rainier will 
hold a lot of stuff in an orderly, secure way thanks to its 4-point mounting and 
foam padding. Three outside pockets, including two removable side pockets, 
a reversible map pocket, an expandable gusset and a finish-friendly Toughtek 
bottom round out the features of this well-thought-out and quality constructed 
tank bag. Explorer Lite is 9"-12"×14"×11", Rainier is 9"-13"×15"×11". Both bags 
are black, 1000 Denier urethane coated Cordura®.  

Rainier #9209 $184.00
Rainier Raincover #9219 $22.00

Explorer Lite #9108 $144.00 
Explorer Lite Raincover #9109 $22.00

Large Pocket Kit #1985 $45.00
 Shoulder Straps #1987 $16.00

KLR 650 Straps (not shown) #9129 $16.00

WOLFMAN ENDURO TANK BAG
 A small, narrow tank bag shaped to f it perfectly on virtually all 
dual sport and enduro type bikes. The innovative design uses a three 
point mounting system for stability and does not interfere with the 
gas cap or vent hose. Laminated foam sides hold the bag’s shape and 
a Toughtek bottom prevents slipping. There’s also an inside and an 
outside mesh pocket, a removable map pocket and a key clip. Coated 
cordura nylon. 3.5"-7.5"×9"×5.5" Black.  

#9023 $94.00
Raincover #9360 $19.00

 “I’m very happy with this bag. I’m currently riding a ‘88 Kawasaki KLR650 and it’s a perfect fit for that tank. No unclipping necessary for refueling – 
which is fantastic. It was very durable, and the oversized zipper pulls are really quite easy to use even with a double gloved hand (ballistic+rain). I really 
have only one gripe with this bag – it get’s very wet. Soaked in hard rain...along with all of it’s contents. I knew going into my purchase that this was 
not a ‘waterproof’ item, but I assumed the cordura would hold up a bit better in the wet. Guess I should have opted for the raincover!
 This bag is very, very easy to get on and off the bike along with all of it’s attachment straps, which also are very easy to install and uninstall when 
needed. I would recommend this bag to others with an enduro tank...it looks quite small but in actuality it holds quite a bit. The map pocket is a little 
small and does require a bit of crafty folding, but again it’s really a solid bag. On to purchase the rain cover!” —Review by clydefrancis

 "The bag installed quickly and easily to the frame beneath the front of the seat and behind the steering head. It fits the slope of the tank well, provid-
ing a level map surface when not expanded. Space is a little tight at the front of the tank, but it works. The bag does not interfere with your legs when 
standing. Plenty of pockets, very functional." —Review by Michael

 "There is a tendency to think that larger is better in touring tank bags. This tank bag is smaller the than the BMW labelled bag for the 1200 GSA. 
However, if you will ever be using your bike in terrain than might have you standing on the foot pegs, you will be pleased with this bag. The separate 
side pouches are very handy for glasses, tire pressure gauges and other oft used items. I am a very satisfied customer." —Review by Codger

http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-enduro-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-enduro-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-enduro-tank-bag-rain-cover.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-rainier.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-rainier.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/raincover-for-the-wolfman-rainier-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-lite.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/explorer-lite-tank-bag-rain-cover.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-large-pocket-kit.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-shoulder-straps.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-klr650-straps.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-lite.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-explorer-large-pocket-kit.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/raincover-for-the-wolfman-rainier-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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WOLFMAN BLACKHAWK TANK BAG
 The Blackhawk Tank Bag fits in between the compact En-
duro Tank Bag and Rainier model. Its 8 liter capacity and trim 
lines give it great clearance for off-road riding. The Curved 
base contours snugly to most sloped tanks. The foam structure 
gives the Blackhawk “Soft-Rigidity”, allowing the bag to f lex. 
Constructed from rugged 1680 Denier Ballistic fabric with a 
3/8" foam laminate body and non-skid, non-scratch bottom. 
The top map pocket is removable and has been enhanced to 
better serve riders who use electronics, with integrated loop to 
attach via adhesive hook to keep your tech in place. Roomy 
interior compartment and a stealthy outside pocket for quick 
access items. Mounts to the tank with a secure 4-point quick 
release harness. Length: Top 9" Bottom: 11¼" Height: Front 
8"  Rear: 3 1/2" Width: 7". Black.

#9342 $149.00
Raincover #9343 $19.00

Shoulder Strap #9344 $11.00

MOTOFIZZ MODULAR TANK BAG SYSTEM
 Talk about functionality…. Not only can this bag be used as 
an expanding tank bag – it’s also designed to function as a tail-
pack. Wait, there’s more… Each section of the bag can be fully 
unzipped and used alone or reattached to different sections, in 
effect creating six bags in one. Only need a magnetic map bag? 
Just a tailpack with compression straps, no magnets? Just your 
map bag? Only a .25" tall magnetic mesh zipped pocket? It’s 
up to you. Zip off the top, middle and bottom and zip them 
in whatever configuration you choose. It’s a modular podular 
thing and it’s way cool. 
 Top map bag section is padded and features a zipped, full-ac-
cess 9.25"×12" window for oversize maps. Middle tailpack sec-
tion has two zippered layers. The first features outer compres-
sion straps and inner oversize (9.25"×12.5") clear inner pockets 
with bookmarks. The second layer features a large zipped mesh 
pocket and a padded main compartment with 425 cubic inches 
of space that expands to over 700 cavernous cubic inches. The 
bottom section has four fold-away extra-magnetic feet and an 
oversize zipped mesh pocket. 
 More? Two removable 3"×7"×1" side pockets stow sunglass-
es or whatever smaller items to make a total overall volume of 
about 900 cubic inches. Heavy duty nylon and fabric-reinforced 
vinyl construction. Shoulder strap, tailpack straps, and trans-
parent-front rain cover included. Nice. 6"-9"×13.5"×10.5".

#1921 $169.00

MOTOFIZZ MAP BAG
 Flip the top of this versatile map bag, and you’ve got plen-
ty of pockets and space for money, credit cards, and import-
ant documents. The side zip entry map window holds one or 
two mid-sized roadmaps (6.5"×8" or less) and has two built-
in bookmarks. The padded main compartment has 115 cubic 
inches of space with a mesh pocket for a total overall volume 
of about 175 cubic inches. Larger, wing style magnetic feet stay 
put better, and fold away when not needed. A durable carry 
handle provides take-along transport. Heavy duty nylon and 
fabric-reinforced vinyl construction. Shoulder strap and trans-
parent-front rain cover included. 4"×12.5"×9".

#1989 $89.00

 ”I have now had this tank bag on my '98 VFR for over a year. As a permanent fixture on the bike, I have grown to appreciate the multiple 'layers' of this 
bag. The map window is large and easy to access. Coupled with a pair of Air Pockets, maps and other documents are kept safe in the middle section and the 
main compartment has sufficient room for a tool roll, snacks, a camera, etc. with a zipped mesh top for extra organization. “ —Review by Mike Schwab 

http://www.aerostich.com?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/tank-bags?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/tank-bags?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/blackhawk-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/blackhawk-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/raincover-for-blackhawk-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/shoulder-strap-for-blackhawk-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/motofizz-multi-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/motofizz-multi-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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ORTLIEB WATERPROOF TANK BAG
 A rugged and simple bag that has typical Ortlieb qual-
ity construction features. Welded seams with heavy-duty 
waterproof material, and top quality hardware and de-
tailing. No raincover is needed. Mounted on a base pad 
with eight powerful magnets, the bag features a modular 
‘stacking’ design which enables the use of two tank bags 
at once, or just the included map case on the base pad. 
Quick release buckles for easy adjusting and bag remov-
al. Features a robust waterproof zipper for quick access to 
contents. Clever and well built real-world gear that works. 
Black. 6.3"×13.8"×9.8"/ 850 cu.in.

#9288 $190.00
Backpack Carry System #9388 $40.00

Review by Robert - "My Bike: 2009, FJR1300. Greats: installation 
simple; easily removed during lunch breaks& fuel stops; map case 
really works well; bag perfect size for long or short trips; both 
bag and map case totally waterproof during random showers so 
no need to stop and put on a rain cover--there isn't one; excellent 
capacity; access to items pretty easy once you understand how to 
open the weatherproof T-zip system.
 "NOTE: if you are looking for a quick access bag while driving, 
this is not your bag...the weather-proof T-zip system takes two 
hands to open and close. 
 "AWESOME BAG!"

ORTLIEB 
PACKMAN 

PRO 2
A favorite waterproof 
daypack, the 20L vol-
ume is equally suited 
for weekend explo-
rations and the daily 
commute. A padded 
harness system and 
waist strap offers ad-
justability and ex-
cellent ventilation 
in combination with 
carrying comfort and 
perfect fit. Features 
a roll closure with 
compression straps for 

packing and compressed volume. Other features include an in-
tegrated pocket for an optional hydration system (not includ-
ed), and two lateral ref lectors for visibility at night and in bad 
weather conditions. Additional  features include: a non-wa-
terproof elastic zippered front organizer pocket, interior zip-
pered valuables pocket, waterproof aperture for optional hy-
dration tube, and convenient carrying handle. 18.5”x11”x5.9”. 
20L/1221 cu. in. Black or Red. 

#5012 $149.00

ULTRA-SIL TRAVEL PACK
Simple, streamlined pack design is light and low profile, while 
packing down to easily fit in a pocket, tank bag, stuffed under 
your seat or even attached to your keyring. 
Siliconized Cordura® material for strength 
and durability with bartack reinforced 
stitching at all stress points. Two-way zip-
per closure makes loading and unloading 
the pack quick and easy. Shoulder straps 
adjust for carrying comffort. Colors vary. 
11”x8”x19”. 2.4 oz.

#4465 $32.00

http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-waterproof-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-waterproof-tank-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ultra-sil-travel-pack.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ultra-sil-travel-pack.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-packman-pro-2.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/ortlieb-packman-pro-2.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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MOTOFIZZ CAMPING SEAT BAGS
 Everything you’ll want to carry (clothing, tent, food and camping gear), 
f its neatly within these detailed and cavernous seat bags. Outside there’s 
a variety of strap systems designed to secure foam sleeping pads and the 
like. Across the top, D rings laced with mini-bungees are arranged to hold 
sweaters, road guides, and things you want to keep within immediate reach. 
 Each end on the medium and large opens for direct loading and inside 
access. For extra capacity, both ends also expand with gusseted zippers. The 
medium and large bags also have a removable zippered belt pack attached to 
one end, and all three have an insulated water bottle holster right where you 
can reach it. There’s retro-ref lective areas, a versatile, secure and fast strap-
on mounting system, and useful compression straps so your stuff won’t get 
bounced around. Not waterproof, but an included raincover stores inside a 
dedicated compartment. 
 All of this technology is beautifully sewn with top quality coated 
nylon fabrics, webbing and other materials. (By a clever optical illusion, 
this bag won’t look big when mounted on your bike.) The Camping Seat 
Bag is the world’s most advanced motorcycle pack. It’s an armed F-16 in 
a f ield of Cessnas. 
 Small is black/grey, 8" Top to Bottom × 12" Front to Back ×11.5" 
Side to Side/16" expanded. Medium is black, 12" Top to Bottom × 12" 
Front to Back × 15.5" Side to Side/22" expanded. Large is black/grey, 
14" Top to Bottom × 14" Front to Back x 21" Side to Side/28" expand-
ed. An Aerostich exclusive. 

WOLFMAN BETA PLUS
 A large, easy-to-remove bag that will stand up to rough 
conditions. Capacious enough for lotsa stuff, the bag fea-
tures a seat-channel center-tunnel cutaway portion that 
straddles your seat or luggage rack ensuring stability on 
washboard roads and the like via the ultra stable 3-point 
quick-release mounting configuration. An incorporated 
non-scratch, non-skid Toughtek bottom keeps paint and 
shiny bits free from scratches. A crescent shaped top zip-
per allows for easy access to the roomy interior. Four 
compression straps, ref lective details, zippered end pock-
ets and a carrying handle round out the features of this 
versatile and well thought out piece of water resistant 
luggage. Black. 9.5"×29"×11" (2746 cu. in.) with a 10"-
14" seat channel. 

#9268 $187.00

Small #9033 $159.00
Medium #9256 $179.00

Large #9027 $199.00

Small Raincover (Spare) #9146 $20.00
Medium Raincover (Spare) #9127 $22.00

Large Raincover (Spare) #9127 $24.00

 “I own a Large Motofizz bag that has been on my GSA 
to Alaska and Labrador for multi-week trips with camping 
gear. The medium size is perfect for traveling without the 
camping gear. I use it in the truck, flying or motorcycle trips. 
The bag under the top cover is perfect for dirty clothes or 
wet gear. I use the detachable bag for my GPS and radar 
detector when I leave the bike. The medium also has room 
for a padded laptop pouch in the bottom that I can remove 
the computer from the end access and stuff back in without 
unpacking the clothes above it. I keep a medium stuffsack 
and garbage bag just in case I want to store something on 
top of the MotoFizz bag. Perfect size, easy to carry in home, 
airport or hotel.” —Review by Packrat

http://www.aerostich.com?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/seat-and-rack-bags/medium-motofizz-camping-seat-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/seat-and-rack-bags/medium-motofizz-camping-seat-bag.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/seat-and-rack-bags/motofizz-camping-seat-bags-small.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/bags/seat-bags-and-tail-bags/seat-and-rack-bags/motofizz-camping-seat-bags-large.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/motofizz-camping-seat-bag-raincovers.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-beta-plus.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
http://www.aerostich.com/wolfman-beta-plus.html?utm_source=Digital_Catalog&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Spring_2016
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 TANK PANNIERS
 These tough, semi-rigid containers keep your load low and secure. Extremely handy for day-to-day use with or without a 
tank bag, they  fit a variety of unfaired motorcycles. Detailed for a sleek look and functional design, and a great value for the 
price. Constructed of tough, water resistant urethane coated 1000 Denier Cordura nylon with an adjustable mounting system: 
two padded, two-inch wide, hook & loop closed webbing straps plus two adjustable bungee shock cords. Hook & loop attached 
neoprene tank pads protect your paint and eliminate slippage. Removable plastic inserts shape and define both of the bags. The 
panniers also feature two pockets along the rear panels for small items like pencils and a tire gage, several 1" web straps for at-
taching additional items, and 3M Scotchlite ref lective material on the front and outside panels. Specify Black or Hi-Viz. Standard 
(12"×9"×5", 8.8 Liter, each) or Competition (12"×7.5"×4.5", 6.6 Liter, each). USA. 

Standard #903 $145.00
Competition #902 $145.00

BLACK

5"

9"

12"

 7.5"

STANDARD COMPETITION

 "In the Chinook trading language here in the Pacific Northwest, skookum means strong and good.
 That fits the Aerostitch tank panniers. Their simplicity makes them very practical in use and appearance. What a breath of fresh air to have a product 
that is totally utilitarian without the clutter of goofy graphics and busy, unnecessary pockets, straps, etc.
 What you get with the standard panniers are huge cargo areas each side that keep touring weight low and forward. Water, fuel, tools, parts, camp stove, 
etc. Not only does it keep touring handling to a naked bike feel, but it takes lots of weight stress off the rear sub-frame of my venerable BMW R60/6. 
In position, these bags hold firmly, resting against the tank sides on large sheets of dense, black foam rubber and secured at the bottom by adjustable, 
fabric bungi cords. 
 I had some question as to whether the panniers would hang down to the airhead cylinders and whether they would give enough room for my knees, 
for a six-footer. The over-the-tank two straps are extra long, but in my case I had to take up most of the slack via the Velcro adjustments and the panniers 
are well above the cylinders and forward of my knees. I could cut off the excess strap ends, and they are cross-sewed every inch for that purpose, but I 
wish to retain future options for use on other machines, or for the use by friends.
 The construction and material quality is outstanding. These panniers are evidence of what a small, dedicated group of people can accomplish when 
allowed to do what is right. These are well engineered and thought out. 
 You could find cheaper tank panniers, but for the cost of lunch you can have what to me seems to be the best. These bags are the black standard size, 
better than the "competition" size for touring. If you were "uncool before uncool was cool" then these bags are you. They give my R60/6 a nerdly, mule 
look. El Rodento is now ready for the deserts of Southeast Oregon, if only the man will give me some time off!" —Review by Brian
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THE TANK PANNIER SECRETS 
 From the start we were always afraid to tell our customers these 
were sized specifically for carrying two one gallon cans of gasoline, 
because we thought recommending this would be dangerous, so they 
were never presented this way in any Aerostich catalog. We never ended 
up using them for that  ourselves. They were introduced in 1988, because 
back then nobody else made anything like them, and we did think 
someday we occasionally might want to be able to carry some extra gas.
 Sales were low at first but later they became more popular and 
others began making similar ones. One company even made an exact 
‘reverse engineered’ copy after taking the pattern from one of ours.  
What made this especially funny was that company not only stole the 
design stitch-for-stich, but also lifted the product description word-for-
word from our catalog directly to theirs. 
 Today there are lots of different tank pannier choices, but these 
remain popular. Their simplicity, many functional details, high quality and 
general versatility are why. People have hauled just about everything in 
them, all over the world. They fit a lot of different bikes well, and have 
become a minor classic.  

Photo: Jay Caldwel l   

Photo: James Cook. 
Photo by Anne Yarbrough.

 We are always thrilled when riders visit us. Here's Billy Gibson, who, with 
his partner Trisha Cotton, stopped by last summer (August, 2014) and shared a 
few stories from the road and told us how well his Darien Jacket and Pants have 
performed. They departed from their homeland of Australia in 2003, and after 8 
years, 100 countries and over 175,000 miles have no plans to stop riding, as they 
put it ‘wherever’. No sponsors. No blog. No begging button. Just ride!
 With every day spent riding, and all worldly possessions carried on their 
bikes, Aerostich Tank Panniers add much needed storage for easy access to daily 
necessities (water, snacks, camera...). Good riding Billy & Trisha! Ride Everywhere.
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WOLFMAN EXPEDITION 
DRY DUFFEL BAGS

 Waterproof? Yup! Perfect for riding in rain, snow, water 
crossings, dust, sand... This bag is TIGHT and will keep gear 
clean and dry in the roughest conditions. Adventure riders 
will love the capacity and rally riders will love the durability. 
Roll-top closure and four compression straps keep gear secure 
and dry inside, while large D-rings front and rear mount bag 
to bike with included straps. Also includes carrying handle 
and a removable shoulder strap for off-bike portability. Yel-
low/Black or Black. M – 40 Liters (11.5"×11.5"×24") L – 47 
Liters (11.5"×11.5"×28"). 

Small #9221 $104.00
Medium #9211 $127.00

Large #9222 $138.00

HYDRALIGHT ZIPPER DUFFEL 
 This light, waterproof duffel constructed of coated ripstop 
nylon will keep your stuff dry on the road or down the trail. 
Additional webbing and D-rings on each side allow you to 
easily strap it to your bike. Welded seams, waterproof zipper, 
with extra support on the bottom and sides. Shoulder strap 
included. Super packable. Medium is 
13"×23"×13", 3890 cu. in., Blue, 20 
oz. and Large is 16"×27"×16", 6910 
cu. in., Green, 24 oz.

Medium (Blue) #9165 $79.00
Large (Green) #9205 $84.00

CHASE HARPER HIDE-AWAY TAIL TRUNK
 If you only own one bag for your bike, this should be it. 
Unfold in a second and you’ll get 1100 cubic inches of load 
space with the Hide-Away Tail Trunk. Featuring an inte-
gral bungee cord mounting system, dual accessory D-rings 
and a 2" web carrying handle, 
all in an easy-to carry package 
that folds into a built-in zippered 
storage pouch. Made from dura-
ble 400 denier Pac-Cloth. Fully 
Expands to 10"×14"×9". Folded 
Size 5.25"×8.25"×3.25". Black or 
Red. 

#973 $64.00

CHASE HARPER LARGE TAIL TRUNK
A sturdy, versatile, all-purpose tail trunk, trim enough for 
sport bikes and spacious enough for touring. Durable, silent 
dual zippers open into the spacious main compartment, with 
separate side and end compartments for 32.9 Liters of con-
venient storage options. Hook the included shoulder strap 
to the attached D-rings or grab the leather carrying handle 
for easy off-bike transport. The tough 1000 denier Cordura® 
Plus urethane coated nylon offers weather resistant durabil-
ity and mounts easily with a hidden, twin-bungee mount-
ing system, or via included sissy bar attachment. Black. Main 
section: 14.5"×9.5"×10", Front pouch: 12"×10"×2.5", Sides: 
9.5"×10"×2. 

#9323 $122.00
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HEAVY DUTY WATERPROOF BAGS
 Traditional SealLine Dry Bags are one of the best ways to 
protect your clothes and gear on a bike. They’ll last nearly 
forever and see use on trip after trip. Manufactured with care 
and precision and a bargain, too!! Yellow or black heavy duty 
18 oz PVC. Medium (16"×9"), Large (19"×11").

Medium #925 $22.00
Large #924 $24.00

ORTLIEB ROLLTOP WATERPROOF DUFFEL BAGS
 Bombproof dry bags that open fully across their length so you can get what you need without having to unload half your stuff. 
Strong webbing handles and quality fasteners make the bags easy to carry and use. The “fold over” seal is maintained with two 
unique, f lexible battens that hold the shape when open and enable fast and secure closing. Totally waterproof, fully seam sealed 
PVC material is tremendously cut and abrasion resistant. Travel thru the worst weather without worrying about getting your 
electronic items, optics, beach towels, cold weather underwear, street shoes or favorite f lannel shirt wet. Dry bag duffel bags like 
these are the easiest and best way to pack. Red, black, or yellow. S (10"×19"), M (11"×21"), L (14"×24").

Small #930 $90.00
Medium #931 $95.00

Large #932 $105.00

 "I purchased the large bag several years ago and used it on several 
trips covering thousands of miles - mostly in nice weather through the 
Southwest of the USA. However, knowing that it is well made, water tight 
and that it has the useful D-rings which make it easy to attach make it my 
only choice when going on the road. Makes everything else superfluous. 
Because I feel that I can still reduce what I take, I just ordered the medi-
um size and I am sure I will not be disappointed. Highly recommended, 
particularly considering its cost." —Review Theodor J.

ORTLIEB TRAVEL-ZIP WATERPROOF 
DUFFEL BAG

 The Travel-Zip is a waterproof and versatile bag suitable 
for extended trekking tours, but also 
functions great as an everyday car-
ry-all. Full-zip duff le bag design 
makes for effortless packing/unpack-
ing and an interior organizer pocket 
keeps valuables dry, secure and easy 
to access. Durable handle and re-
movable, padded shoulder strap ad-
just for easy carrying and strapping to 
racks or seats. The only non-water-
proof part of this bag is the two out-
er 6.5"×10" mesh pockets, but they 
are great for stashing any gear that 
needs to be accessed quickly. Black. 
10.2"×22.8"×15" (3051 cu. in.)

 #9214 $170.00

 “I've had this Ortlieb bag now for about 5 years -and it has been fantastic. Use if for more than just cycle trips. 
Of particular note - last week while riding the Blue Ridge mountains, I failed to properly secure the bag and lost 
it on the highway at 70mph. Fortunately nobody ran it over or was hurt - the bag had a few scuff marks but HELD 
TOGETHER - it was completly stuffed tight - and held amazingly. i was sure it would have exploded - awesome 
bag.” —Review by Andy
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ORTLIEB WATERPROOF BACKPACK
   A very enhanced dry bag duffel. The usual tough and 
abrasion resistant ultrasonically welded PVC plus a full 
length TIZIP waterproof zipper protects your clothes, 
electronics, camping gear, paperwork, etc. Padded han-
dles are quickly converted into comfortable and adjust-
able backpack shoulder straps for off-bike trekking too.
 Like a big bottomless cave, this bag opens to swal-
low whatever you store and internal straps compress the 
volume to maximize space and keep contents securely 
in place. Two internal pockets and one outer mesh pock-
et (which is not waterproof ) make quick access to of-
ten used items a breeze. Zipper loop can be locked with 
padlock (not included) to keep contents secure. Three 

versatile sizes: Small 9.3"×18.6"×11.3" (60L, 3662 cu. in.), 41.7 
oz. Medium 12.2"×25.6"×17.3" (85L, 5187 cu. in.) 48 oz. Large 
13.4"×27.6"×18.1" (110L, 6713 cu. in.) Black, Yellow or Blue.

Small #9368 $180.00
Medium #9381 $190.00

Large #9382 $200.00

ORTLIEB UNIVERSAL WATERPROOF PATCH KIT
 This kit can repair rips, tears, holes and leaks on nearly any surface. Includes four clear patches and uni-
versal emergency sealer/cement that will permanently adhere to nearly any fabric, vinyl, or PVC surface 
including drybags, saddlebags, panniers, tents, tankbags, seats and more. Easy to follow illustrated instructions. 

 #2091 $12.00

PACKING & PROTECTING MADE SIMPLE 
 Ortlieb roll-top waterproof bags were the first of their kind. Introduced over twenty-five years ago, 
they have been much-copied but continue to set the standard for dryness, function and reliability. 
 For quick protection from impact and vibration, put your cameras, radios, tablets, flux capacitors and 
all delicate things into Aerostich fleece bags and then throw them all into a dry bag duffel. Add a pair of 
shorts or long pants, a sweatshirt or fleece jacket (depending on the weather at the moment), and your 
bathroom kit. Strap the dry bag to your rack or saddle and take off. 
 Aerostich fleece bags make packing and protecting your delicate electronic or optical things simple: 
Just bag the stuff and toss it into your duffel. This is much easier than having to carefully pack each fragile 
item between soft things, and it also makes on the road access to your stuff faster and less frustrating.

WOLFMAN TAIL BAG
 A versatile wedge-shaped tail bag that works just as 
well on a sportbike as it does on a scooter or dual sport.  
Multi-mounting options utilize hooks or straps to fasten to 
seats or racks.  Expandable 4" gusset and bungee cord top add 
extra storage capacity.  Interior zippered mesh pocket and 
adjustable compression straps keep the load stable and secure.  
Tough-tek non-skid bottom with ref lective side accents. 
A great day use tail bag. 6.25" (10.25"expanded)×10"×9.5" 
(front), 5"(rear). Black. 

#9212 $127.00

INTERNAL POCKETS
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 PAINT SAVER MESH
Place this durable 3/16" thick anti-slip, padded, reinforced 
PVC mesh between your bags, bungees and bike bodywork 
for maximum protection and increased load security, no mat-
ter how rough the road conditions. This versatile stuff is also 
great as a tool drawer liner in the workshop. Cut to fit. Black. 
24"×36". 

#1926 $15.00

SNIDER’S PAINTGUARD 
 If you like having shiny paint but ride hard, try this. The op-
tically clear 7.5 mil thick polished vinyl works as a removable 
skin to protect your bike’s painted finish. Goes on easily and 
cuts-to-fit wherever needed (under tank bags, etc...). Reusable 
over and over. Applies with only water and a squeegee. Flexible 
and durable wear and scratch protection. Includes instructions.  
Three 11"×14" sheets.

#9058 $14.00

FIELD REPAIR BUCKLES
 Easy trip insurance. Two styles of 
side release buckle and a ladder lock, of-
fered in two widths: ¾" (20mm) and 1" 
(25mm). The one-pin ladderlock replac-
es ladderlock buckles found on backpack 
shoulder straps and compression straps. 
The two-pin side release buckles are a 
direct replacement for nonadjustable 
buckles such as those commonly found 
on dry bag closures and V-pull style 
waist belts. The one-
pin side release buckles 
replace single-adjust-
able side release buck-
les, like the closures 
found on most top-loading backpacks.

LADDERLOCK

2 
PIN

1 
PIN

3/4" Ladderlock #1661 $4.00
1" Ladderlock #1662 $4.00

3/4" Side Release 2 pin #1663 $5.00
1" Side Release 2 pin #1664 $5.50

3/4" Side Release 1 Pin #1665 $5.00         
1" Side Release 1 Pin #1666 $5.50

LOCKING LICENSE PLATE COMPARTMENT
 Weather resistant storage for...Ahem…uh…whatever you might want 
to carry unobtrusively concealed. Perfect for registration materials or 
travel documents that you need secure yet accessible, and perhaps the 
spare hidden key. Sized to work with all standard size license plates on 
most motorcycles. Mounts either lock up or lock down — you choose. 
Includes all mounting hardware and two keys. Tough injection molded 
polypropylene and about 1" thick. 7"×4".

#9078 $25.00

 “I was caught red-handed by a County Sheriff doing 67 in a 
55. He asked for my license and registration. I asked if it would 
be okay if I went to the back of my bike to get it (rules #1 & 
2 I learned from my cop buddies: no sudden moves, and ask 
permission before reaching for anything.) He said I could and 
stepped around to keep his eye on me. I opened the holder, 
and he smiled and said, ‘Boy, is that slick; where'd you get 
that?’ I told him. ‘I ride a Harley,’ he said, ‘And I'm always 
misplacing those things or they get wet.’ Then he went back to 
run my information. He came back and said, ‘I'm just going to 
give you a warning, but slow down, okay?’ ‘Sure thing,’ I said, 
‘and thanks.’ There was a brief pause, ‘Could you write down 
the name of the place you bought that licence plate thing?’ he 
asked.” — Locking License Plate Compartment Review by Rand
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 WATERPROOF SIDE ZIP BAGS 
 These seam sealed waterproof containers provide great lightweight storage and instant access to tents, sleeping bags, 
sweaters, road food, or anything else. They’re the fastest way to carry items in a “bedroll” shape without having to f ight 
a long, narrow drybag or stuffsack. Full length Therm-a-Rest pads lay right inside with room for a pair of sandals on 
the side. The end-to-end waterproof zipper makes them dry enough for all-day torrential rains yet super easy to access. 
160 Cordura fabric makes them super durable. All-time favorites. Medium is 4"×22"×4" and Large is 6"×22"×6". Black, 
Red or Hi-Viz. 

Medium #9010 $37.00
Large #9012 $39.00

(THIS BAG HAS ALMOST 50K MILES ON IT)

Photo: Cindy Feyma, Paci f ic Coast Hwy, 2005. Photo by Don Feyma.
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 PADDED TABLET SLEEVES
 The practical minimalists solution: Traveling iPads slide in 
snugly, protected from bumps, knocks, dust and scratches. It's 
the everyday, in-and-out, fastest, lightest, easiest protection 
system available. And is made by us, right here, from cus-
tom-engineered materials (developed for our range of laptop 
cases). This three layer laminate has tough nylon twill out-
side, a soft brushed f leece inside and a .20 inch layer of impact 
material sandwiched between. It looks great and wears well. 
Soft, but not f loppy—empty it holds it's shape. And it's light-
weight. iPads travel safe and secure inside any backpack, duffel 
or courier bag. Elegant, functional simplicity. Pure protection. 
Sliver, Blue or Hi-Viz. 

Small (8.25"×5.75") #9324 $30.00
Medium (10.25"×7.5") #9325 $33.00

Large (11.25"×7.75") #9326 $35.00
iPad Sleeve #1347 $30.00

Kindle Sleeve #9294 $28.00
MacBook Air #9369 $38.00

WHY DO WE MAKE THESE
SLEEVES AND CASES?

 Because the ones in stores suck, especially for everyday motorcycle and scooter riding. Aerostich 
padded cases and sleeves are not overly-complicated, or overly anything. They are simple, practical 
designs, made at our Duluth shop, using a very lightweight yet flexible (but still semi-stiff) open-
cell foam (not floppy neoprene) sandwiched and laminated between two durable fabrics. And no 
redundant zippers of pockets either.
 Inside is thin soft polyester fleece laminate. Outside is a lightweight abrasion-resistant slightly 
slippery twill laminate. And around the edge is a strong Nylon binding tape.
 Slide your tablet or notebook in. It stays there by slight friction against the fit and fleece. Comes 
out faster and easier, too. If a cover flap is involved it secures with only a few simple pieces of hook 
& loop. Your device is protected and ready to pack along without extra weight or bulk. 
 Lastly, these cases are really durable. I’m still using a fifteen year old prototype every day. And 
it’s still showing only minimal wear.”

AFTER 15 YEARS OF DAILY USE

 PADDED LAPTOP SLEEVES
 Made of soft nylon with a foam padding, this lightweight 
sleeve has a hook and loop closed top f lap and a plush inte-
rior. Mind you, this whole affair is not waterproof or super 
armored, so if the ol’ Pentium shoots off the back of the Ha-
yabusa after an enthusiastic clutch drop, it’s gonna be toast. 
We make these ourselves because we could not find a simple 
padded, lightweight sleeve made in China. Funny, huh? Sliv-
er, Blue or Hi-Viz. 

Small (12"×11"*) #9147 $37.00
Medium (13"×11"*) #9157 $39.00

13" MacBook (13.75"×10.5"*) #9198 $41.00
 Large (15"×11"*) #9158 $43.00

X-Large (17.5"×13.5"*) #9148 $45.00
*Interior Dimensions

FASTRACK
 Keep your bags off your bodywork and carry your stuff on 
a f lat, secure surface with this universal luggage rack. Quick-
ly attaches or removes from your rear seat in about a minute 

via included hook & loop 
straps. Its wide design helps 
to keep saddlebags from 
rubbing, scuffing and scrap-
ing your bike’s body. 1/8" 
laser cut aircraft aluminum. 
17"×10", 1.75 lbs. Black. 

#9031 $55.00
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ORGANIZER BAG SET
   Keep small camp gear, travel items and personal effects organized and ac-
cessible with this trifecta of storage bags. Mesh front provides great ventilation 
and an easy view of contents, while a nylon backing and sturdy zipper securely 
stores the contents. Includes a functional hanger loop to expand the possible 
uses around camp. Three practical, user-friendly satchels, one of each size: 
12"×10", 10"×8", 7.5"×3.5". Black.

#9240 $15.00

 FLEECE BAGS
 If your pocket camera, iPod, radar detector, or tablet computer looks like 
it’s been through the Korean War after you carry it on motorcycle trips, then 
you need these f leece “stuff sacks.” They are great protection for any delicate 
or breakable items you might want to carry. The f leece provides a cushioning 
effect against vibration, rough roads, or a short drop. A supernyl drawstring 
tunnel eliminates bulky closure, and the handy cordlock keeps bags closed. A 
Large size bag fits perfectly around a Kindle reader for taking your electronic 
reading on the road. The XXL size makes a great pillow when loosely filled 
with soft items. A warm camping hat, too. Assorted colors. 

Small (3.5"×4.5") #720 $11.00
Medium (5"×6.5") #721 $12.00

Large (6"×8.5") #722 $13.00
X-Large (8"×10.5") #723 $14.00

XX-Large (11"×13.5") #724 $15.00
Set of Five SAVE $10.00 #748 $55.00

 ENVELOPE BAGS 
 These hook & loop closure bags are carefully made from 400D Oxford weave 
nylon, with a highly water-resistant PU (Polyurethane) coating on the the inside. 
Each bag offers ultra-durable secure storage capacity with a faster, more conve-
nient closure than zip-lock or zippered bags and drawstring stuff sacks. These 
bags are perfect inside a tank bag, backpack or saddle bag. They are tough enough 
to stand up to vibrational wear, abrasion and long-term expedition use. The hook 
& Loop strip across the top is ½" wide and end-to-end secure. 
 The smallest size is right to keep earplugs clean and protected. The largest 
works for full-page documents and file folders. In between sizes are great for 
repair item kit, cooking tools, or to protect and organize electronics. The one 
that’s long and short is great as a travel office for organizing and keeping pens, 
receipts, money, and miscellany all in one place inside a tank bag or travel pack. 
 We’ve been making and selling these for more than thirty years and we’re 
still using some of the originals. They don’t wear out. Nobody else makes 
anything similar, and they continue to work better than anything else for what 
they do Blue. 

XXX-Small (2.5"×3.5") #738 $11.00 | XX-Small (3.5"×5") #735 $12.00
X-Small (5"×5") #733 $13.00 | Small (4.25"×8") #736 $14.00

 Medium (5.25"×11") #730 $15.00 | Large (7"×8") #737 $16.00
X-Large (7.5"×10.5") #731 $17.00 | XX-Large (12"×15") #732 $18.00

Set of 8 SAVE $18.00 #749 $98.00

 TANK BAG BRIEFCASE
 The briefcase at its most minimal. A simple 15”×11” Cordura envelope bag 
with handles and a hook & loop closure. Great as your “office on the road” for 
books, maps, papers, etc. This bag is tough enough to handle a bunch of bulky 
papers and a notebook computer, but folds down into a small lump for packing. 
Fits in any pocket or tank bag and it’s not too expensive, either. Blue or black. 

#1915 $30.00
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LIGHTWEIGHT 
DRY BAGS

 An inexpensive and less bulky al-
ternative to traditional dry bags, 
these squash into spots heavi-
er bags won't go.  Made from 
lightweight, waterproof ny-
lon fabric with a bright white 
inner laminate for easy vis-
ibility of contents. Stiffened 
roll-top closure with D-ring 
attachment point at buckle. 
Keep contents dry in any wet 
situation where the bag is not 
submerged. Assorted colors.

2 Liter (5.1"×11.4") #9345 $12.00
4 Liter (5.9"×13") #9346 $14.00
8 Liter (6.7"×18") #9347 $16.00

13 Liter (8.6"×21") #9348 $18.00

LOKSAKS
 More than a glo-
rified zipper-lock 
sandwich bag, these 
heavy-duty bags 
offer re-sealable, 
element-proof, her-
metically sealed 
storage, certified 
to be waterproof to 
200 feet underwater.
 They are made 
from an entirely 
different kind of 
material than ‘plas-
tic’ bags: It’s thicker, softer, a bit rubberier and much more 
durable. Perfect for storing wallets or expensive electronics. 
Absolutely no water, air, dust or humidity permeates these 
clear, f lexible and puncture resistant bags. The 9"×6" version 
securely houses a Kindle or iPad mini and the 12"×12" model 
will f it an iPad, Kindle DX or is perfect for keeping import-
ant papers or maps dry. The 6"×12" size fits perfectly inside 
the large cargo pocket on a Roadcrafter or Darien, while 
the 4"×7" and 5"×4" sizes work great for most smartphones. 
These durable, re-sealable envelopes are also food-safe, so. 
Sold in packs of 2. 

5"×4" #9370 $7.50
4"×7" #9371 $8.00

9"×6" #9372 $9.00
12"×12" #9374 $12.50 

LIGHTWEIGHT ORGANIZER BAGS
   Constructed from ultra-lightweight silicone impregnated ripstop nylon, these ex-
pandable and multi-functional bags are ideal for organizing gear and keeping items 
accessible. Each zips open to reveal a mixture of ripstop and no-see-um mesh pockets, 
ideal for holding camp kitchen items, personal toiletries or other such miscellany. They 
feature a pleated expanding design, allowing each slim satchel to accommodate a sur-
prising volume of stuff. Exterior loops allow easy attachment to packs, when not in use 
they fold f lat to store anywhere. 

Tripper Travel Bag (10"×7"×2" closed) #9278 $24.00
Mega Travel Bag (13"×11"×2" closed) #9279 $32.00

Small Pouch (5"×4"×1") #9280 $8.00
Medium Pouch (11"×5"×2") #9281 $10.00

Large Pouch (15"×6"×3") #9282 $12.00

ZIPP SACKS
Modular podular, dude. Use 
these zip-opening squar-
ish bags to organize your 
packing job into sub-cat-
egories for quick retrieval. 
Made of nylon packcloth 
with a full-length zipper 
along the top that makes 
access easy. The blocky 
shapes lend themselves to 
compactness when placed 
in saddlebags (which tend 
to be rectilinear) making 
the best use of that always 

limited space. Perfectly suited for separating cloth-
ing from cookgear and the like. Simple and quite 
handy to stuff your stuff in. Assorted colors.

Small (7"×11"×8") #1940 $16.00
Medium (8"×13"×7") #1941 $18.00

Large (8"×15"×9") #1942 $20.00
X-Large (9"×17"×10") #1943 $22.00 

LIGHTWEIGHT ZIPP SACKS 
 Ultralight and watertight. The same concept as the 
Zipp sacks, but constructed with the now ubiquitous 
water resistant Sil Cordura Ripstop Nylon with water 
resistant zippers. The unique bathtub-design places the 
seams on the sides instead of the bottom. Pack your 
saddle bags or rear bag with any combination of these 
bags for effortless organization on the road. They store 
small and light enough to go unnoticed when you don’t 
need them, but incorporate solid construction and 
functionality for when you do. Assorted colors.

XX-Small (4"×8"×5") #9149 $17.00
X-Small (5"×9.5"×6") #9119 $19.00

Small (6"×11"×7") #9117 $21.00
Medium (7"×13"×8") #9115 $24.00
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 The fastest, most comfortable, versatile and easy to way to 
carry stuff on a motorcycle, scooter or bicycle. Triangular in 
cross-section, messenger bags wrap around your back and stay 
in position when riding. The original ‘Courier’ size holds a 
small briefcase, a few magazines and some files…plus a tablet 
and notebook computer with room to spare. It is the most 
versatile and best selling size.
 All are constructed of 1000D PU-backed Cordura nylon, 
with a seamless bottom for maximum strength and durability. 
All also feature a bright yellow reinforced PVC waterproof 
inner lining. Also inside is a usefully-sized organizer pocket 
(two on the Parcel size) and ‘clip-on’ key loop. 
 After long use they’ll develop an ‘experienced’ patina that 
ref lects your individual patterns of use and wear. The 2" mil-
itary-spec nylon shoulder strap adjusts quickly and easily via a 
cam lock buckle for a secure, comfortable fit. For heavy-load 

all-day comfort, there is an oversize, removable, load-spread-
ing shoulder pad with a grippy Ultrasude surface (it’s optional 
for the Letter size).
 The f lap closes with a wide strip of hook and loop as well 
as adjustable side-release buckles to accommodate oversized 
loads. There's also a useful carrying handle on the top center. 
Visibility is assured with a wide strip of 3M Scotchlite™ re-
f lective running across the f lap. 
 These bags are as simple to put on as a guitar, and easier 
to learn.  Red, black, grey, hi-viz lime yellow, or blue (or 
limited edition pink [not shown] in letter, dispatch, and 
courier sizes only).
 Four sizes: (A) Letter (9"×3.75"×9"/12"), (B) Dispatch 
(12"×7"×12"/18"), (C) Courier (12"×7"×18"/23"), (D) Parcel 
(14"×9"×18"/26"). 

 (A) Letter Bag #1905 $77.00
Organizer Pocket #9130 $30.00

(B) Dispatch Bag #905 $97.00
Organizer Pocket #9132 $32.00

(C) Courier Bag #904 $107.00
Organizer Pocket #9134 $34.00

(D) Parcel Bag #908 $117.00
Organizer Pocket #9135 $36.00

 MESSENGER BAGS

REINFORCED PVC LINING. PINK

B
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LETTER: (9”×3.75”×9”/12”) DISPATCH: (12”×7”×12”/18”) COURIER: (12”×7”×18”/23”) PARCEL : (14”×9”×18”/26”)

The Messenger God Mercury, Photo by Corey Shouse 
Tourino Santiago, Chile, 2008

“My Aerostich Courier Bag is doubling as a cooler today.”
—Charlie

Photo: Rick Muhr, 2013

TWENTY YEARS AGO MESSENGER BAGS 
WERE REINVENTED

 The first Aerostich messenger bag was created in 1985. We patterned it after a ‘proven-by-
messengers’ industrial cotton, canvas, steel-buckled design because back then that was all there 
was, made in small numbers for working couriers. (Bag-centric businesses like Timbuk2 and Chrome 
didn’t exist yet, and companies like Patagonia and North Face didn’t produce bags like this.)
 Our Messenger Bags are far more strongly made than all the more recent ones, and many 
nuanced construction details are different. One example is the top flap. Most designs connect the 
inner fabric to the outer fabric using an inexpensive ‘binding’ stitched around the edge. Every 
Aerostich messenger bag’s flap is first sewn inside-out, then turned right side-out and carefully edge-
stitched the same way a dress shirt collar is made. This looks better and lasts much longer. There 
are dozens of other examples. There really is a difference.
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FIRST 
RESPONDER 

INFO POCKET
 This essential infor-
mation pack alerts first 
responders to import-
ant medical informa-
tion like blood type, 
allergies, medical con-
ditions, etc. A rug-

ged nylon wrap that secures f irmly around courier bags and 
backpack shoulder straps hook and loop. Be prepared. Red. 
5.75"×2" (folded). 

#4668 $10.00

STRAP 
POCKETS

 These clear vinyl 
and cordura zippered 
pockets are designed 
to attach to courier 
bags and backpack 
shoulder straps. Small 
(3.5"×5.5") or Medi-
um (4.75"×7.5"). 

Small #1904 $19.00
Medium #1906 $20.00

 SHOULDER PAD
 Poron foam and Ultrasuede®. Included with all Parcel, 
Courier, and Dispatch bags. Attaches to all other 2" straps and 
shoulder belts for greater comfort. Red, black, grey, hi-viz 
lime yellow, blue, or pink. 

#910 $22.00

STABILIZER STRAP
 Helps to maintain stability 
and lessens shifting during 
riding, particularly helpful 
when riding sport bikes with 
low bars. 

#1925 $10.00

QUICK-RELEASE STRAP
 This optional buckle adds versatility, especially 
for fast on/off. The high-strength polymer buckle 
features a unique self-aligning design for a secure 
attachment that will not release unexpectedly, even 
under load. And the dual release tabs are intuitive 
and easy to operate with a single gloved hand. 500lb 
tested break-strength. Add this option to a new bag 
order, or retro-fit onto your existing Aerostich Mes-
senger Bag. Does not interfere with strap length ad-
justability. 2.5"×2.5"×.38". Black. 

 Quick Release Option #911 $17.00

 MESSENGER BAG FLAP EXTENDER
 Extend the storage capacity of your Aerostich messenger bag by adding 
one of these f lap extenders. Attaches to existing f lap vecro to offer even 
greater room for carrying a larger load. These were originally developed 
for a local sandwich shop who use Aerostich messenger bags for their 
bicycle delivery service. They found that even the cavernous capacity of 
a Courier bag could be filled up with a large order from hungry office 
workers, so this solution was devised to give them more sandwich hauling 
space without adding another delivery rider or a second bag. It works 
great! Expand the f lap of your messenger bag to comfortably haul even 
more stuff on your next ride. Each f lap is sewn from the same materials as 
the original bags, and includes a 3m Scotchlight ref lective strip for added 
visibility when riding in low light. Specify bag size and color. 

#4463 $37.00

INTERNAL ORGANIZER POCKETS
These attach securely inside and make sure your phone, pen-
cils, papers, tickets, checkbook, sunglasses and other items 
don’t get crunched, damaged or lost among the larger stuff 
you are carrying. Well detailed with a mesh compartment, 
an elastic compartment, stiff sleeves, and one zippered com-
partment. Letter (8"×7.75"), Dispatch (12"×9.5"), Courier 
(18"×10"), or Parcel (18"×11.5"). See specif ic bag for order 
information. 
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 QUICK RELEASE
CARGO STRAPS

 Compared to bungees and nets, straps are more secure 
because they can be cinched almost completly solid, which 
prevents loads shifting on washboard gravel or bumpy paved 
backroads. The 1" quick release Delrin buckle made will 
handle a minimum of 250 lbs. Similar looking straps sold in 
camping stores are too short to be useful for packing a bike 
and the buckles are not-quite-strong-enough. These are over 
eight feet long (100"), and the webbing has a 1300 lb break 
strength. (May be cut to shorter lengths and fuse the ends with 
a cigarette lighter). Sold in sets of 3.  

#1902 $16.00

 
HOOK AND LOOP 
ELASTIC STRAPS

 Wrap the stretchy 1.5" 
wide suspender elastic band 
around any gear to be stowed 
and press the heavy-duty 
Velcro® together to hold and 
secure. Hook and loop even 

allows them to be strapped together end-to-end for larger loads. 
Two sizes: 25" and 19". 1.5" wide. Set of two.  

19" #9206 $12.00
25" #9207 $14.00

ROK STRAPS
 Flat shock cord straps that minimize pressure and maximize 
friction. They won’t accidentally “roll” to either side like a 
conventional round cord. Stretchier and stronger cargo secur-
ing technology. Durable 100% natural rubber core and a tight-
ly woven wear-resistant polyester sheath. Built for extended 
outdoor use. Classic uses shatter resistant Fastex® buckles that 
won’t scratch your bike’s paint (3/4" wide / Adjustable Classic 
is 1" wide). Universal uses a strong, safe, shank-hooked super 
bungee (3/4" wide / Adjustable Universal is 1" wide). 

18"–60" (Adjustable) 
#9090 $22.00 

16"–60" (Adjustable) 
#9091 $13.00

CLASSIC (SOLD IN PAIRS) UNIVERSAL (SOLD INDIVIDUALLY)

ADJUSTABLE ROK STRAPS
 Specifically designed to attach to packs and secure smaller 
items. Durable combination strap features a 10" stretchy rub-
ber core section and a 35" long adjustable 5/8" nylon webbing 
section with sturdy pass thru loops. Fastex® buckles release 
quickly and won’t scratch your bikes paint. Adjusts from 12" 
to 42". Pair of two straps. Black or Green.

 #9228 $14.00

 
FRAME LOOPS

 Add a tie-on place where you 
can reach it. Make using bun-
gees anywhere easy. Black 3/4" 
f lat webbing securely sewn. 
Adding a small amount of ad-
hesive where the webbing cross-
es itself allows these to remain 
permanently set up on your 
bikes frame, ready for use. Two 
3 ⁄4"×5", two 3 ⁄4"×7", and two 
3 ⁄4"×9" loops. (6 loops). 

#1903 $15.00

POLYMER STRAPS
 Secure, versatile straps that are faster and lighter than bulky 
ratcheting straps. Made from a stretchy, high performance 
polymer, with a 10-year UV resistant additive providing long-
life. Aircraft grade aluminum buckle is belt buckle easy to se-
cure and adjust with one hand, even while wearing gloves. 
Stretchy, non-marring straps won’t scratch or mar surfaces. 
 Assorted lengths and adjustable strap holes allow them to 
be easily used one at a time, or daisy-chained together fasten 
bigger loads. Super Straps are .88" wide and rated to a working 
load of 60lbs, available in 3 color-coded lengths 14" (Blue ), 
18" (Yellow)  and 25" (Orange) lengths. For even more dura-
bility, shoose the 25" (Black) Industrial Super Straps that are 
slightly wider at 1.06” and rated to a 
working load of 70lbs.

14" Super Strap #4895 $7.50
18" Super Strap #5019 $8.00
25" Super Strap #5021 $8.50

25" Industrial Super Strap #5022 $9.75
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LOW PROFILE STRAP 
LOOPS

 Low profile steel strap loops that at-
tach to the top of hard bags (or any-
where) to hold duffels and items with 
straps. Rugged and light, perfect for 1" 
straps. Set of 4, with attaching bolts.

#9084 $22.00

LUGGAGE LOOPS
 The cleanest way to attach a load 
using straps up to 1.5" wide, luggage 
loops are also large enough to pass ropes 
and bungee cords through. The strong, 
lightweight, black anodized cast alloy 
loops attach with stainless steel hex bolts 
and cap nuts. Bonded alloy and rubber 
washers. First Cabin all the way. Four 
loops and fittings.

#9056 $20.00

POWER HOOKS
 Durable no-scratch resin molded 
body with steel inner frame hooks that 
can help you make up custom cargo 
carrying applications. Easy to set up ‘V’ 
hooks allow cord lengths to be easily 
adjusted and securely held at the per-
fect length and tension. Two hooks per 
pack. 3"×2.5"×.25" each. 

Power Hooks (2 qty.) #938 $8.00
Bungee Cord (3/8") #939 $1.00 per foot

LICENSE PLATE RINGS 
 Two lightweight resin bases with 
strong folding rings that lock f lat 
when not in use. Ideal for bungees, 
bungee hooks, straps, etc. Complete 
with fasteners. Comes with bolts but 
no nuts. We have no idea why. Black. 

#9057 $12.00

SEAT HOOKS
 These black plastic coated steel 
hooks attach easily to the base edge of 
your saddle providing a strong yet un-
obtrusive place to hook elastic cords 
or nets. No drilling or cutting to in-
stall, yet easy to remove if needed. 
Four per pack.

#948 $15.00

BUNGEE LOOPS 
 These Bungee Loops are easy to in-
stall (drill a hole), will stay in place 
(large backing washer and locking air-
craft nut), hold a load (strong materials), 
and look good (low profile black resin). 
By the third day into your next road trip 
you’ll be glad the daily ritual of loading 
and unloading is not the big struggle it 
once was. These little things mean a lot. 
Pack of four.

#1939 $15.00

 “These hooks are strong, easy to install, and discreet. They eliminated my baggage tie-down issues for any ride, but especially for camping trips. 
They are small enough so that they don't draw attention to themselves, but large enough to easily attach bungees or RokStraps (my preference). The 
installation instructions are in Asian characters, but have drawings that are easily understood - not rocket science. Highly recommended.” —Seat Hooks 
Review by John

 “I've seen this product used by many and finally broke down to get one. Very ingenious packaging takes little space, the cords don't get tangled in 
your other things. And will easily hold down pretty much anything smaller than the kitchen sink.” —Bunge Buddy Review by Rich

 “Impressed with the design and quality . I've add these loops to my side bags for additional tie down points. Great quality, thoughtful rubber washer 
helps the water proofing.” — Luggage Loops Review by bobz
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1 2 3

 
ADJUSTABLE BUNGEES

 A leap forward in shock cord 
technology and versatility. This 
easier to handle stretch cord fea-
tures rugged nylon hooks that won’t 
scratch paint or metal. The hooks 
can be placed anywhere along the 
cord. Create custom shapes for 
holding awkward items using two, 
three, or four hooks placed any-
where along on one cord.

 1/4" Cord (4 Hooks, 60") 
#944 $14.00

 3/8" Cord (6 Hooks, 72" Cord) 
#943 $16.00

HEAVY DUTYREGULAR

 "I purchased these bungees (the Heavy Duty models) to replace the originals on older Chase Harper Hide Away Tail Bags non adjustable 
bungees. I must say that these are easily the best bungees on the market and being fully adjustable is just icing on the cake. Great products and 
great shipping Win, Win, Win, awesome!” —Review by lpscruggs 

POWER NETS
 The world’s best motorcycle bungee net. This upgraded ver-
sion of the classic rider’s carrying tool is incredibly better. It's 
made in Japan with better cords knotted into smaller squares 
(about 1.5" each) than common cheap nets. This means greater 
strength, versatility and safety. Inside the cords is a superior 
quality rubber and outside is a tough polyester wear sheath. 
Three sizes. Comes with six Power Hooks. Exclusive. Black. 

Small (16"×16") #9044 $24.00
Medium (20"×20") #9045 $28.00

Large (24"×24") #9046 $32.00

BUNGEE BUDDY
 A little known but brilliant tool for carrying stuff on a mo-
torcycle. Functions like a cargo net, but cleaner and easier to 
use. Self-stores into a built-in zipper pouch only a bit larger 
than a pack of cigarettes. Much easier to pack, too. Two ad-
justable bungee cords are contained in a square of strong nylon 
jersey mesh fabric. Carry in a pocket 
or tool compartment and be ready to 
haul a 12-pack, watermelons, pump-
kins or bundles of firewood. Nice 
zipped pouch. Really is a “save your 
life” tool for carrying stuff. Black. 
11"×8.5". 

#945 $26.00

Securing a dry 
bag using two ad-
justable bungees 
with three hooks 
on each cord:
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KRIEGA US-10 ADD-ON / TAIL BAG
 A waterproof piggyback pocket that attaches to the Kriega 
R15, R20, R25, R35, US-20, and Hydro 3 packs for an ad-
ditional 610 cubic inches carrying capacity. It also doubles as 
a tailpack for your motorcycle. External shock-cord compres-
sion straps keep things compacted and tidy. 8"×14"×9". 

#9296 $99.00

KRIEGA R15
 Almost exactly the same as the R20, just a bit smaller. And…
though comfortable and suitable for all riders, it’s perfect for 
those under 5.5'. 915 cubic inches of space reside in the main 
compartment, featuring an internal mesh zipped pocket—all 
of which is kept secure with a YKK water resistant zip. 3M 
ref lective areas along back and front, and a side access pocket 
with YKK water-resistant zip makes quick access a snap in-
stead of having to dig through all of your stuff. The internal 
reservoir pocket with compression straps fits a 3 liter hydration 
insert (not included). The overall short back length is designed 
for wearing comfortably along with a hip pack. Add over 300 
cubic inches of space by attaching a US-5, or over 600 cubic 
inches with a US-10. 16.5"×13"×7". 

#9195 $129.00
3L Hydration Insert #9261 $49.00

KRIEGA R20
 This hi-tech backpack has an ingenious harness system 
that’s quick and easy via one push-button buckle with no need 
to re-adjust the harness straps every time you put it on or take 
it off. Once it’s set, just click. It’s also angled out from the un-
derarm area for total freedom of movement. Combined with a 
removable waist strap, what you’ve got is an unequalled level 
of high speed stability. 3M ref lective areas along front and 
back. Main compartment with YKK water-resistant zipper 
has 1220 cubic inches of space. Side access pocket also has a 
YKK water-resistant zip and there’s an internal zippered mesh 
pocket, too. An internal reservoir pocket with compression 
straps fits a 3 liter hydration insert (not included). Add over 
300 cubic inches of space by attaching a US-5, or over 600 
cubic inches with a US-10. The overall length of the pack 
has a shorter back to allow it to be worn above waistpacks. 
18"×11"×6". 

#9196 $149.00
3L Hydration Insert #9261 $49.00

KRIEGA US-5 ADD-ON / 
TAIL OR FENDER BAG

 A 100% waterproof drypack that retro-fits to the Kriega R25, 
R20, R15, and Hydro 3 packs with quick-release buckles, in-
creasing capacity by 305 cubic inches. It also doubles as a bolt-on 
fender pack for enduro or supermoto bikes; included straps stay 
bolted on bike for quick attachment/removal of pack. Roll-over 
closure for total weather and dirt protection. Removable and 
washable liner. 3.9"×11.8"×6.3", 10.5 oz. 

#9163 $65.00

KRIEGA US-20 TAIL BAG / COURIER PACK
 This waterproof pack has 1220 cubic inches of space under its durable panels. 
Equipped with removable shoulder and waist straps, it can be carried courier style on 
or off the bike. The shoulder strap connects to the large D-rings at each end of the 
pack and the waist strap connects to two fold-away buckles at the corners of the mesh 
pocket. It works as a tailbag, with included straps that attach and remove easily via 
four quick-release buckles. The zipped mesh pocket on the back panel stores shoul-
der & waist straps when attached to your bike. Add over 600 more cubic inches of 
space by attaching a US-10 to the top of the US-20, or add 1220 more cubic inches 
of space by attaching two US-10’s to the sides of the US-20 — for a full 2440 cubic 
inches. 15.7"×10.2"×7.5".  

#9295 $139.00
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KRIEGA R25
 Stability, comfort and wearing convenience are critical for moto-packs, and the 
R25 offers all three. Greater stability is achieved 
with a unique 4-point harness system, Tough-
tek® grip fabric, a 4-point load compression sys-
tem, and there are no loose straps to f lap in the 
wind or catch on anything. Conventional packs 
are thrown over a shoulder and then cinched up. 
With this advanced design it’s faster to simply clip 
in and go. The straps are well padded and there is 
a good size area of ref lective material facing both 
front and back, and there’s a nice zippered internal 
pocket for papers, magazines and smaller items. 
Although not waterproof, all fabrics and seams 
are highly water shedding. 1525 cu. in. capacity. 
19"×12"×8" Black.   

#9062 $189.00

KRIEGA R30
  Combining the best features from the al-
ready popular “R” series of packs, joined to-
gether with the waterproof protection of the 
“US” series drybags, the R30 comes ready 
for any weather conditions and situation. It 
straps on comfortably and securely with the 
Quadlock harness system, and features CNC 
buckle adjustments at the hips and a closed 
loop strap system at the top. A six-point 
compression system keeps items synched-in 
tight and two water resistant outer pockets 
allow quick access to your oft used items. 

The 30 liter main body is 100% waterproof and top-loads with a roll-top 
quick release closure system, providing 1890 cubic inches of storage. Highly 
ref lective panels front and back increase nighttime visibility. Strap on extra 
waterproof capacity by attaching a US-5 for 300 additional cubic inches of 
space, or over 600 cubic inches with a US-10. 19.3"×11.8"×8.3".

#9262 $239.00

KRIEGA US-5/10/20 TANK BAG MOUNT KIT
 Increasing the versatility of the already multifaceted Kriega US se-
ries bags, this converter allows these waterproof tailbags to be used 
as tankbags. Quick release buckles allow quick and easy access when 
it’s time to top off the tank and an 
ultra-grip base fabric protects the 
paint while keeping the bag secure. 
Includes straps and fitting hardware 
to fit any bike. Compataible with 
US-5, US-10 and US-20 Kriega 
Packs. 7.75"×16".

#9283 $35.00

MOTORCYCLE DEDICATED BACKPACKS & LUGGAGE SYSTEMS
 Kriega backpacks, motorcycle bags and accessories offer a high standard of functionality and craftsmanship. They are built to perform, 
constructed using only the most durable premium materials, and come with an exceptional 10-year guarantee on all packs. 
 The backpacks are designed specifically for riders. As well as being incredibly tough and highly practical, they utilize a number of unique design 
features, which cater for the very dif ferent ergonomics involved in riding a bike. Features such as the exclusive, adjustable QUADLOC, click-in / 
click-out, chest harness, which transfers weight away from the rider’s shoulders and affords unprecedented freedom of movement, makes carrying 
your gear a joy, rather than a burden.
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 LP (LIGHTWEIGHT PORTABLE) BAG
 This lightweight, ultra-compact water-resistant/repellent sil-nylon reus-
able bag is packs anywhere and doubles as a func-
tional backpack. Jam one behind the headlight or 
a side panel and it will stay there until needed. Or 
toss inside another pack or Messenger Bag. 
 They are built to last. All seams are reinforced 
with binding for durability and strength. The 
handle loops are tacked and bound, then rein-
forced again – so they won’t pull off. Two draw 
cord closure straps of f lat webbing secure a quick 
cinch closure. Bottom corners are reinforced with 
Cordura pack cloth. 
 The draw cords lock to desired length so they 
can function as backpack-style shoulder straps. A 
small stuff-pocket is located high on the interi-
or to double as easy-access storage for keys or a 
phone.  
 Carries f ine across shorter surface street dis-
tances by threading one’s left forearm through 
the handles so the bag hangs just in front of the 
left knee, too. Inspired by Mark Lindemann, 
motorcycle industry veteran and author of ‘The 
Total Motorcycling Manual’ (#5506).  Assorted colors. 4.5"×3.75"×2" 
(compressed), 19"×20"×18" (expanded).

#9197 $25.00

WATCH THE LP BAG VIDEO 
AT AEROSTICH.COM

 CORDURA WATERPROOF BAGS
 Not conventional stiff plasticy PVC drybags, but sewn and seam sealed three layer Cordura 
fabric roll top drybags that are though, durable, highly abrasion resistant…and which handle, 
load, unload and feel a lot nicer in day-to-day use.  Smaller to fold-up, pack away and carry 

than regular PVC drybags, too. Proven 
tough and durable, they feature a large 
barrel-top opening and a classic roll-top 
design which is a snap to close with side 
release buckles. Built-to-last all-weath-
er storage that feels and works better. 
Medium – 16.5"x10.5" (10.72 L), Large 
– 23.5"x13.5" (25 L). 330D Red or 160D 
Hi-Viz.    

Medium #806 $21.00 
Large #807 $27.00

 ULTRALIGHT
STUFF BAGS

 Lightweight, simple and highly functional 
packing and storage solutions. Made from tough, 
water resistant siliconized rip-stop, these bags are 
perfect for packing, organizing and storing your 
gear. Wide, easy to open drawstring cord-lock 
allows easy access to contents. Super packable...
Keep one (or a few) stashed in a tank bag or under 
the seat for an always-ready storage option. They 
are great for keeping gear tidy and squared-away 
inside larger duffels or saddlebags, too. Five sizes 
or order them all as a set and save. Specify White, 
Grey or Black.  

3“x12” #795 $7.00
4“x9” #796 $7.00

6“x12” #797 $8.00

8“x18” #798 $9.00
12“x22” #799 $12.00

Set of Five (SAVE $6.00) #809 $39.00
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VAUDE WIZARD BACKPACKS
 Fitting everything you want to carry in a backpack is important, 
but getting the proper f it for your body size makes a huge differ-
ence for all-day comfort. These are made in three sizes so you can 
wear the one that f its you best. It will become a favorite because it 
f its you better.
 All three bags provide a zip-to-add 4-Liter capacity expansion 
and side compression straps. They are perfect for short urban rides 
as much as overnight long-distance trips. Well ventilated Aerof lex 
suspension system works with the adjustable shoulder and sternum 
straps to optimize for any back length and wear more comfortably. 
Integrated opening accommodates a hydration system too. Front zip 
pocket and outer mesh side-pockets allow quick access to often used 
items. Included is a built-in raincover. Brown. 18+4 (18"×9"×6") 
1lb 15oz., 24+4 (20"×9"×7") 2lb 3oz., 30+4 (20"×12"×10") 2lb 6oz. 

18+4 Liters #9355 $99.00
24+4 Liters #9356 $109.00
30+4 Liters #9357 $119.00

THE BETTER DAILY-RIDE BACKPACK
A rider’s everyday back pack should be simple, durable, comfortable, clean and functional. This German-designed day pack is all that and more. 

The three-size range means a better, more comfortable fit. And each size’s basic fit is further custom adjustable.
These have a ton of useful features: Integral raincover, smart arrangement of the internal and secondary pockets, easily adjustable comfort 

frame, expandable size for extra room, clean overall exterior design, quality sewing – and more. The side-zippered, expandable size is especially neat. 
Like a two-height tank bag for when you temporarily need more room. Everything a great riders pack should be, and a terrific value.

RAIN COVER EXPANDABLE SIZE AEROFLEX SUSPENSION

ARMORED HARDSHELL PACKS
 An advanced system, proven for commuting and traveling, with a hard shell 
designed to protect your gear and electronics, even in the event of an un-
planned get-off. It also offers excellent rider impact protection and functions 
as a CE rated back protector. The adjustable Generation 4 harness incorporates 
air mesh for good all-day comfort and ventilation and features a waist belt and 
stabilizing hip padding. Water repellant top cover is equipped with an aerody-
namic dome to help airf low and provide greater wet weather protection. 
 The top cover secures quickly and easily thanks to a glove friendly quick 
lock ratchet. Interior organizer pocket accommodates up to a 14" laptop or a 
hydration bladder. Integrated lumbar support system for superior comfort. Ad-
ditional features include 3M ref lective for increased nighttime visibility and a 
convenient, removable phone pocket on one shoulder strap. 
 Optional insulated X-Case securely attaches to the lower curve for things 
you want frequent access to. Available elastic Cargo Nets also allow you to 
quickly secure your helmet, jacket or other larger items. 25L Backpack is 
22"×12"×6" and weighs 4lbs. 20L is 19"×1"×6" and weighs 3.7lbs. Choose Red, 
White, Silver or Black.

20L Backpack #9376 $278.00
25L Backpack #9375 $282.00

X-Case (Specify 25L or 20L model) #9377 $35.00
Standard Cargo Net (specify 20L or 25L) #9378 $32.00

Helmet Cargo Net (25L only) #9379 $34.00
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MOTOFILE
 “Your papers! Ver are your papers!” (fumble fumble…). It’s 
always a good idea to know exactly where your registration 
and insurance info is, but it’s easy to lose track. This small 
waterproof holder attaches with adhesive hook & loop to any 
unobtrusive place on your bike, like a side panel or under a 
seat. Grey. Folds to 5"×1.75". 

#1937 $8.00

BARPACK
 Attaches to the crossbar on dual sport bikes with side release 
buckles. Makes exploring and wandering easier and more fun. 
In addition to the huge fold-out map display window there are 
a bunch of other pockets and zippered compartments to hold 
a note pad, writing tools, compass, etc. The world’s best way 
to carry maps on a bicycle or dirt bike. Black. 9"×5" outside 
window size. 13"×20" inside window size. 

#922 $36.00

TANK BAG ORGANIZER
 Besides being a great belt pack or side pocket add-on, it’s 
the perfect organizer bag for your wallet, checkbook, glass-
es…within your tank bag. Two zippered pockets and a hook 
& loop belt attachment tunnel across its backside. Black Cor-
dura®. 5"×8.5"×3". 

#977 $26.00
 "I bought two of these bags to help organize my tank bag. They work 
great. Just the right size to grab when you are headed into lunch. In one 
of them I put my glasses, wallet, phone, and small camera. When we run 
in for lunch all I have to grab is one thing." —Review by Glenn

 "Worked great for me, certainly a huge improvement over having to 
constantly dig the trail map out of my fanny pack. Large map area was 
really nice too, minimized the need to take map out to refold and expose 
a new area. Was initially concerned about whether the plastic buckles zip 
tied to the handlebar would be up to the task but they survived 4 days of 
serious off-roading without a problem. I didn't encounter any serious rain 
but I could see where it would be nice to have a bit better weather seal 
on the map compartment. For my uses (off-road) it would be a bit better 
without the extra pockets since all I really need is the big map window." 
—Review by CeeBee

ZIP POUCH
 A noble and handy design with a horizontal belt loop and 
full-length zipper. For money, pencils, glasses, stash or what-
ever. Coated Cordura. Black. 9"×3.5". 

#979 $12.00

WATERPROOF
HIDDEN DOCUMENT POUCH

 High-frequency welded seam construction for weather-
proof protection to keep essential documents, passport or oth-
er papers dry and easily accessible. Designed to be worn out 
of sight for increased security, features a main compartment 
with an adjustable recycled yarn webbing belt with side release 
panel and elastic comfort panel. Outer fabric is a brushed poly-
urethane so it wears comfortably next to your skin. 9.8"×5.5", 
1.4 oz. Fits up to 39" waist. Blue.

#9331 $25.00
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 BANANA PACK
 How many times have you wanted to walk away from your 
bike for shopping, eating…and you needed somewhere to 
carry your camera, wallet, sunglasses, etc.? The Banana Pack 
self-stores into a narrow banana shape that stows anywhere. 
It’s just the right size for carrying plenty of walking and “ex-
cursion” stuff. Handy, light, 
and at the ready whenev-
er you need a useful fan-
ny pack. Secure and tough 
enough to wear when rid-
ing, too. 100% Black Cor-
dura. 5"×10"×4". 

#9042 $35.00

BANANA 
GUARD

 Imagine the guy who 
invented this telling his 
wife... “Honey, we’re go-
ing to invest our life sav-
ings in breathable banana 
luggage!” These inge-
nious crushproof holders 
are the perfect packing 
solution for banana lovers 
everywhere. Made of hard plastic, the Banana Guard features a 
nifty snap lock so your banana won’t fall out and mingle with 
the rest of your belongings. It’s even equipped with ventilation 
holes. Sure, you might get a laugh or two when you pull this 
thing out of your tank bag, we had a laugh or two discovering 
it. Fully patented, natch…

#9159 $7.00

 "The full contribution of this ground-breaking invention to Western 
civilization cannot be overstated! No more risks of bruised bananas rotting! 
The benefit of the banana-borne B6 vitamin helps make keep North America 
healthy! And the lost productivity from having your laptop crush your lunchtime 
banana in your Aerostich Parcel Bag can be completely avoided! To say nothing 
of the emotional trauma of mushy banana in your USB slot! (Don't ask me how 
I know.)
 "Truly a boon to the world and deserving of a Nobel nomination for its 
economic and health benefits!
 "Well, OK, maybe that's all an exaggeration, but it does keep your 
banana in good form." —Review by HankMurphy

 “I've had one of these for several years and it absolutely works as 
advertised! The plastic "hinge" gave up finally but I'm ordering another one 
anyway. You'll get alot of "what the heck is that" at work." —Review by Randy

  "...The other item that I bought last minute for this ride was the banana 
pack. I have an old one (similar) made here in Europe from around the 1980s 
that had pretty much seen better days. This was the closest thing I could find 
to it and as it turns out was much nicer. I wore this every day to carry all my 
important stuff. Wallet, glasses, passport, butt-wipes, camera, cellphone, and 
respro bandit. Being able to expand it was a huge plus when we stopped 
and ended up purchasing trinkets. I don't have a picture without it over my 
shoulder. Just a really handy piece." —Review by Don Muther

ORTLIEB WATTERPROOF HIP PACK 2
 Beyond this bag’s 100% waterproof roll-top closure is a tru-
ly comfortable, versatile and well designed pack. The shape 
and size are perfect for tools, a sweater or vest, trail lunch and 
maps. There’s a wide adjustable waist belt with built-in ven-
tilation and back padding, a zippered neoprene outer pocket, 
two mesh water bottle pockets (with bottles) and a dry and 
secure roll-top closure system. Compression straps keep the 
load secure.
 Even after riding through hours of soaking rains (or an ig-
nominious forward dismount at a trail’s unexpectedly deep 
river crossing), all of your stuff will be totally dry and per-
fectly protected. Super rugged construction, distinctive design 
and superior PVC-free materials make this bag indispensable. 
9"×11"×2.8" (305 cu in). 17.3 oz. Green/Gray or Slate/Gray.

#9271 #135.00
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